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“Daily Inspection Emails are incredible. They 
alert me to every issue often before my drivers 
return to the Terminal.”   Fleet Safety Manager 

ABOUT US
With over 20 years’ experience working 

with the data professionals at FMCSA, 

FHWA, and CSA, Carrier Software has 

developed a suite of “Tools” that simplify 

safety data management for motor 

carriers.   Because our “Tools” have been 

developed in conjunction with motor 

carriers of all sizes, they are sure to help 

improve your operations.Carrier Software
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1-800-646-5152

Info@CarrierSoftware.com

www.CarrierSoftware.com

Ask your Canal  
representative to sign you up

SIMPLIFIED CSA SAFETY 

MANAGEMENT TOOL

Single login access to:
• User-Friendly Dashboard

• Daily FMCSA Portal data

• Trend Analyses

• Driver Scorecards 

• Terminal Diagnostics

• Prioritized Training needs

• Monthly SMS Analysis

• Impact Analysis 

• Predicted Future Score

• Insurability Analysis
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CSA Safety 
Management 

System



Carrier Software’s CSA Safety Management 

System is comprehensive tool to facilitate 

understanding and improving a motor 

carrier’s safety performance.  It combines 

real-time monitoring of all roadside activities 

with in-depth analytics to identify the issues 

causing the motor carrier the most trouble.  In 

addition, the systems Insurability Report 

shows how a motor carrier “looks” to the 

insurance industry.    

WHAT IS THE CSA SAFETY 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Drivers will appreciate objective Driver 

Scorecards and the clear connection to your 

incentive programs.  Each driver receives a 

personalized report of his/her areas for 

improvement and a plan to make it a reality.   

Safety Officers can quickly view and manage 

the entire fleet’s data from a single intuitive 

dashboard.  Metrics are easily understood 

and mapped to the fleet’s predicted future 

scores: Information that puts the Safety 

Officer in control of the fleet’s safety future.

Owners will understand what effects their 

insurability and be able to improve it long 

before their renewal premium goes up. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT

DRIVER SCORECARDS

“Driver scorecards are the cornerstone for our 
driver incentive program enabling us to reduce 
violations & crashes, saving thousands of  
dollars.” Large Fleet Safety Director

Driver coaching needs to be objective to be 

effective.  Carrier Software’s Driver Scorecards 

meet this need by providing a factual analysis of 

each specific driver’s roadside inspections, 

violations, and crashes.  In addition, the fleet 

driver analysis provides a great objective basis 

for driver incentive programs.

See How To Control Your Future Scores

FLEET ANALYTICS

“CSA Safety program saves hours a week and 
provides much greater insights than my manual 
data analysis.  It’s now an integral part of our 
safety meetings!”    Fleet Safety Officer

The CSA Safety program provides one-stop 
access to the safety data motor carriers need, 
including daily inspections, analytics of SMS 
scores, advanced analytics, custom trend 
charts, and driver performance analysis and 
reporting.  In seconds, you can identify 
emerging safety trends by BASIC or state or 
drivers including predicted future scores.  Plus, 
additional analysis requests are welcome.
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